
The holiday home

Husnummer 10471

44 Persons

11 Possible extra beds

20 Bedrooms in total

13 Double rooms

6 Tripple rooms

1 Quadruple rooms

31 Single beds

12 Double beds

14 Bathrooms

2 Ensuite bathroom

Plana de Vic, Ripoll &Plana de Vic, Ripoll &
CamprodónCamprodón



Ferieboligen – accomodation for up to 55 persons!

As a response to an increasing demand for properties with very big capacity, we have made a
collaboration with Elisabet and Ines to host groups of up to 55 persons in the properties Casas
Estamener and Masia 1750.

The two properties are both of high standard and situated less than 100 meters from each other in
the picturesque village, situated in the pre-Pyrenees right between the Pyrenees mountains and
Barcelona, and with only 25 minutes to the regional capitol of Vic.

You will stay in a cosy village with a couple of restaurants in walking distance and the gourmet-
bakery/café in the same building with the possibility of including breakfast service.

Casas Estamener:

Since 2005, we have helped Elisabet and her family letting out the beautiful holiday homes they
have. First, the two village houses (Plana de Vic 4P and Pedraforca 8P), and then in 2010, they
converted building where they used to have the bakery into four high standard apartments
(Llucanés 4P, Margarita 4P, Font Nova 5P and Els Munts 7P) and made a beautiful café/bakery in
the ground floor facing the village street.

In addition, the back of the house was turned into the fantastic swimming pool area with the big
swimming pool (17 x 5 meters), café tables, toilets and changing rooms, and shady corners and
sunny spots. The view is stunning, directly to the Pyrenees. As you book all apartments, this area
will of course be for your private use only.

Each apartment has its own kitchen and dining area etc. (you can see more details by following the
links below). For big groups, however, Casas Estamener now offer "La Coberta". It is a covered
terrace in the garden, including terrace space to eat all together and a fully equipped kitchen, so
you can cook there, while children are playing in the garden or having a swim. Or for company
groups to have a cocktail or a glass of wine (perhaps even a wine tasting)

 

Casas Estamener offers 13 bedrooms +1 loft bedroom distributed in 6 apartments

In Casas Estamener, you will benefit from in total 13 bedrooms and  1 loft bedroom in the
apartment Els Munts. With extra beds, Casas Estamener can receive up to 39 guests all sleeping
very comfortably.

When you book the entire property, you will of course have all apartments included as well of the
garden with the big swimming pool and “La Coberta”, which is a porch with fully equipped kitchen,
ideal for big groups. You can see detailed information about each apartment here:

Casas Estamener-Pedraforca
8P: https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casas-estamener-casa-7p

Casas Estamener-Els Munts
7P: https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casas-estamener-piso-7p

Casas Estamener-Font Nova
5P: https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casa-estamener-piso-5p

https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casas-estamener-casa-7p
https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casas-estamener-piso-7p
https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casa-estamener-piso-5p


Casas Estamener-Margarita
4P: https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casas-estamener-piso-4p

Casas Estamener-Plana de Vic
4P: https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casas-estamener-casa-4p

Casas Estamener-Llucanés 4P: https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casa-estamener

 

Masia 1750:

In Masia 1750, a few houses down the village street, you will find a recently reformed town house
of very high quality. The house offers 6 bedrooms to sleep 12 + 4 persons, and 6 bathrooms
(three of them ensuite).

The beautiful village house has an indoor swimming pool with Spa and a Sauna, which is a great
supplement to the outdoor swimming pool of Casas Estamener. The house has also dining area,
sitting room and a beautiful court yard. You can see more on the separate ad.

Masia 1750: https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/masia-1750

 

Las Masias de Estamener and 1750 can offer almost any service you need!

When renting Las Masias de Estamener and 1750, you have the gourmet bakery with fresh bread
and croissants at your door step, and a couple of restaurants and a grocery store in the village in
walking distance.

Moreover, it is the ideal place if you need more services. In collaboration with the owner Elisabet
(who also very conveniently, besides Catalan and Spanish, speaks English, some French and some
German), we can help with more or less any services needed. Here are some examples:

Breakfast service
Catering or chef in the holiday home for other meals
Birthday cake
Transport/Transfer (bus or taxi)
Excursions
Activities (wine visit or tasting, hiking and more)
Bicycle hire (electric or normal)
Padel in the area
Company facilities for meetings
 

Enjoy life together and still with the possibility of some privacy for each family or group member. 

If you are company, you will in the same way have some more intimate spaces and then the
common areas, where we can help you organizing the activities you want.

 

The surroundings:

https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casas-estamener-piso-4p
https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casas-estamener-casa-4p
https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casa-estamener
https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/masia-1750


The area has a lot of nice walks, and routes for bicycling. And please do not miss Catalonia's
biggest market in Vic, taking place Tuesdays and Saturdays from 08:00 - 13:00 in the antique town
centre. We normally stay to have lunch afterward in one of the many nice restaurants.

For day trips, Barcelona is about 75 minutes by car, Girona and the beaches of Costa Brava about
90 minutes. We also have our activity document with our personal recommendations and you will
find a lot of tourist information in the holiday homes.

 

 



Facilities in the house and area

Private garden: Ja
Private garden: Ja
Terrace (private): Ja
Terrace (private): Ja
Private outdoor pool: Ja
Private outdoor pool: Ja
Private indoor pool: Ja
Private indoor pool: Ja
Swimming pool fenced: Ja
Swimming pool fenced: Ja
Spa: Ja
Spa: Ja
Sauna: Ja
Sauna: Ja
Dishwasher: Ja
Dishwasher: Ja
Washing machine: Ja
Washing machine: Ja
Stove: Ja
Stove: Ja
Microwave: Ja
Microwave: Ja
Fridge: Ja
Fridge: Ja
Extra Fridge: Ja
Extra Fridge: Ja
Freezer: Ja
Freezer: Ja
Coffee maker: Ja
Coffee maker: Ja
Toaster: Ja
Toaster: Ja
Highchair: Ja
Highchair: Ja
Childbed: Ja
Childbed: Ja
TV (with normal channels): Ja
TV (with normal channels): Ja
WIFI-Internet : Ja
WIFI-Internet : Ja
Table Tennis: Ja
Table Tennis: Ja
Big village with rest.& shops in walking
dist: Ja
Big village with rest.& shops in walking
dist: Ja
PADEL at the holiday home
(shared/private): Nej

Included in the price

Towels for bathroom: Ja
Towels for bathroom: Ja
Bed linen: Ja
Bed linen: Ja
Electricity: Ja
Electricity: Ja
Water: Ja
Water: Ja
Final cleaning: Ja
Final cleaning: Ja
VAT and Spanish taxes: Ja
VAT and Spanish taxes: Ja

Distances

Nearest busstop (with bus to bigger
cities): 8
Nearest busstop (with bus to bigger
cities): 8
Nearest train station (local trains): 29
Nearest train station (local trains): 29
Nearest train station (High Speed Trains-
AVE): 97
Nearest train station (High Speed Trains-
AVE): 97
Distance to Golf course: 40
Distance to Golf course: 40
Distance to nearest beach: 97
Distance to nearest beach: 97
Distance to nearest village: 0,1
Distance to nearest village: 0,1
Distance to Barcelona: 97
Distance to Barcelona: 97
Distance to Girona: 95
Distance to Girona: 95
Distance to Vic: 29
Distance to Vic: 29
Distance to Andorra la Vella: 127
Distance to Andorra la Vella: 127
Distance to the French border: 87
Distance to the French border: 87
Distance to Barcelona Airport: 89
Distance to Barcelona Airport: 89
Distance to Girona Airport: 92
Distance to Girona Airport: 92
Distance to Reus Airport: 131
Distance to Reus Airport: 131
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